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Abstract
The motivation for randomization inference and sensitivity
analysis is reviewed. New methods are discussed for
inverting randomization tests to provide interval estimates
of the magnitude of treatment e¤ects.

1 Notation and Review
1.1 Notation

1.1.1 Strata or Matched Sets S strata de�ned by
pretreatment covariates, s = 1; : : : ; S, with ns subjects
in stratum s, and N =

P
ns. Write Zsi = 1 if the

ith subject in stratum s is treated, Zsi = 0 if control.
There are ms =

Pns
i=1 Zsi treated subjects in stratum s.

Matched pairs is the special case with ns = 2, ms = 1
for s = 1; : : : ; S.

1.1.2 Randomization 
 is the set of the K =QS
s=1

�
ns
ms

�
possible values z of the N�dimensional

treatment assignment Z = (Z11; Z12; : : : ; ZS;nS )
T with

ms =
Pns

i=1 zsi for s = 1; : : : ; S. Randomization: Z
picked at random from 
, that is, Pr (Z = z) = 1

K for
each z 2 
. Di¢ culty in an observational study is
that this may not be true, and Pr (Z = z) is typically
unknown

1.1.3 Treatment E¤ects Each subject has two
potential responses, a response rTsi that would be seen
under treatment and a response rCsi that would be seen
under control. (Neyman 1923, Rubin 1974), but observe
only one. Vectors rT , rC . Fixed features of the �nite
population of N subjects. Null hypothesis of no e¤ect :
H0 : rTsi = rCsi for all s; i, or rT = rC . Additive e¤ect,
rTsi = rCsi + � for all s; i. Nonnegative e¤ect if rTsi �
rCsi for all s; i. Observe Rsi = Zsi rTsi+(1� Zsi) rCsi,
which is a random variable.

1.2 Review
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1.2.1 Randomization Test of No E¤ect Under
the null hypothesis H0 : rT = rC , the observed
responses, R = rC , are �xed and observed, so any
test statistic, T = t (Z;R), is a function t (Z; rC) of
�xed, observed constants, rC , and a random variable Z
with a known distribution, Pr (Z = z) = 1

K for each
z 2 
, so T has a known null distribution created
by randomization, which forms the �reasoned basis for
inference,�in Fisher�s phrase.

1.2.2 Randomization Inference for an Additive
E¤ect With an additive e¤ect, rT = rC + � 1, the
observed responses are R = rC + � Z. To test H0 :
� = �0, compute the (observed) adjusted responses,
R��0 Z, which equal rC if H0 is true, so randomization
creates the null distribution of T = t (Z;R� �0 Z) =
t (Z; rC). The set of values �0 not rejected by a 0:05
level test is the 95% con�dence interval, and the valueb� that equates t (Z;R� b� Z) to its null expectation is
the Hodges-Lehmann point estimate.

1.2.3 Sensitivity Analysis Zsi initially indepen-
dent, and two subjects i; j in the same stratum s di¤er
in odds of treatment by at most � � 1

1

�
� Pr (Zsi = 1) =Pr (Zsi = 0)

Pr (Zsj = 1) =Pr (Zsj = 0)
� � for all s; i;

then condition on ms =
Pns

i=1 Zsi to return distribution
to 
. With � = e ; equivalent to
(1.1)

Pr (Z = z) =
exp

�
zTu

�P
b2
 exp (b

Tu)
for a u with 0 � usi � 1;8s; i;

(Rosenbaum 1995, 2002, §4), where � = 1 yields
the randomization distribution. Fix �, then for any
inference quantity (eg signi�cance level, point estimate),
�nd max and min subject to (1.1), repeat for a range of
� to display sensitivity.

2 Attributable E¤ects
2.1 Simplest Case: Fisher�Exact Test for 2� 2
Table One stratum, S = 1, drop s subscript, binary
responses, rTi = 1 or 0, rCi = 1 or 0, dead or alive,
with nonnegative e¤ect, �i = rTi � rCi. Number of
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Table 1: 2x2 Table Adjusted for Pivot.
Response Treated Control

1
P
Zi rTi �A

P
(1� Zi) rCi

0
P
Zi (1� rTi) +A

P
(1� Zi) (1� rCi)

Total m n�m

Table 2: Station Design and Mortality. Source: Coats
and Walter (1999).

No Pit Pit
Dead 16 14
Alive 5 18

deaths among treated subject is T =
Pn

i=1 Zi rTi, and,
in a randomized experiment, it has the hypergeometric
distribution under the null hypothesis of no e¤ect, H0 :
rTi = rCi, but not when there is an e¤ect. Then A =Pn

i=1 Zi �i =
Pn

i=1 Zi (rTi � rCi) is number of events
among treated subjects caused by treatment � an
unobservable random variable. Key idea: A is a discrete
pivot: T � A =

Pn
i=1 Zi rTi �

Pn
i=1 Zi (rTi � rCi) =Pn

i=1 Zi rCi has a hypergeometric distribution in a
randomized experiment. Work with Table 1 with
adjusted cells and row margins.

2.2 Attributable E¤ects on Quantiles: Dis-
placements

2.2.1 Order Statistics Continuous, untied poten-
tial responses, (yTsi; yCsi), under treatment, yTsi, and
control, yCsi, with yTsi � yCsi. Two sets of N �xed
but unobserved order statistics: yT (1) < : : : < yT (N)
and yC(1) < : : : < yC(N). We observe the random
Ysi = Zsi yTsi + (1� Zsi) yCsi with random order sta-
tistics Y(1) < : : : < Y(N). (Can allow for ties.)

2.2.2 Displacements Fix a k, so yC(k) is the
(unobserved) k=N quantile of potential responses yCsi
to control. Let � be any (unknown) value between
yC(k) and yC(k+1), so yC(k) < � < yC(k+1). Subject
(s; i) has a displacement if yTsi > � > yCsi. Write
rTsi = 1 if yTsi > �, rTsi = 0 otherwise; rCsi = 1 if
yCsi > �, rCsi = 0 otherwise; so there is a displacement
if �si = rTsi � rCsi = 1. Then Rsi = Zsi rTsi +
(1� Zsi) rCsi indicates whether Ysi > �. Not quite
the same as binary case, because yC(k) and hence Rsi
are not observed. A =

P
s;i Zsi �si is number of

displacements attributable to treatment; related, but
not quite the same as the control median test of Gart
& Gastwirth.

2.2.3 Device That Solves the Problem

Table 3: Kidney Function of CadmiumWorkers and Un-
exposed Controls. Beta-2-microglobulin in micrograms
per gram of creatine. From Thun, et al. (1989).

Pair Cadmium Worker Hospital Control
1 107,143 311
2 33,679 338
3 18,836 159
4 173 110
5 389 226
6 1,144 305
7 513 222
8 211 242
9 24,288 250
10 67,632 256
11 488 135
12 700 96
13 328 142
14 98 120
15 122 376
16 2,302 173
17 10,208 178
18 892 213
19 2,803 257
20 201 81
21 148 199
22 522 114
23 941 247

Lemma 2.1. If a =
P

s;i Zsi �si, then

Y(k+1�a) > � > Y(k�a):

Proof. N � k subjects have yCsi > �, and since yTsi �
yCsi, these subjects have Ysi > �. Because a =P

s;i Zsi �si, there are a other subjects with Ysi = yTsi >
� > yCsi. The remaining k � a subjects have � > Ysi.
So N � k + a of the Ysi > � and k � a of the Ysi < �,
proving the lemma.

To test a hypothesis, H0 : � = �0, compute A0 =P
s;i Zsi �0si, determine Y(k+1�A0) and Y(k�A0), which

determine Rsi, which transforms the problem into the
binary case studied previously.
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